Since its "rebirth" in 1966, bipolar disorder (BPD) has rapidly come to occupy a central position in the research and treatment of mood disorders. Compared with major depressive disorder (MDD), BPD is a more serious condition, characterized by much more frequent recurrence, more complex comorbidity, and higher mortality. One major problem is the lack of valid definitions in adult and in child psychiatry; the current definitions are unsatisfactory, and heavily favor an overdiagnosis of MDD. Biological research is partially based on those definitions, which have a short half-life. An additional, dimensional, approach, quantifying hypomania, depression, and anxiety by self-assessment and symptom checklists is recommended. A further, related problem is the early recognition of the onset of BPD, especially in adolescence, and the identification of correlates in childhood. Early and timely diagnosis of BPD is necessary to enable prompt intervention and secondary prevention of the disorder. The paper describes the current status and future directions of developing clinical concepts of bipolarity.
memory of hypomania/mania. Epidemiological studies comprising more than one wave report higher proportions of BPD compared with MDD. We have, then, to assume that the latest figures still underestimate the problem due to nonreporting. By the age of 20, subjects' recall of their previous history is already poor: about 25% of a random sample of 105 normal subjects could no longer remember documented consultations with MDs, psychiatrists, and psychologists during their school years; there was no difference between externalizing and internalizing problems. 9, 10 It can be assumed that cross-sectional community studies underestimate lifetime prevalence rates by 25% to 50%; the dating of the age of onset must be equally problematic. However, the main impediment to accurate measurement of the rates of bipolarity probably remains the overstrict concept, which fails to pick up BP-II and minor bipolar disorders in adults, adolescents, and children. 11 gives diagnostic criteria for manic, mixed, and hypomanic episodes, and for Bipolar I Disorder (BP-I), Bipolar II Disorder (BP-II), Cyclothymic Disorder, and Bipolar Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (BP-NOS). In addition, there are important specifiers for the course, rapid cycling, seasonal patterns, and type of interepisode recovery. Bipolar I and II disorders are defined by the presence of depressive disorders associated with manic or hypomanic episodes respectively, which makes the definition of a hypomanic episode crucial.
Current diagnostic criteria for bipolarity

DSM-IV-TR
DSM-IV hypomanic episodes
The definition of a hypomanic episode in DSM-IV comprises: (i) experience of a distinct period of expansive, elevated or irritable mood; (ii) a minimum episode duration of 4 days; (iii) the presence of three or more (in the case of irritable mood four or more) of 7 criterial symptoms of mania; (iv) the episode has to be associated with a change in functioning, which is observable by others; and (v) should not be severe enough to cause marked impairment, hospitalization, or psychotic symptoms. All three criteria (i) to (iii) are to my mind problematic and in need of revision; criterion (iv) may also to be overrestrictive, but this question needs further investigation. In the prospective Zurich Study we found a cumulative incidence of 3% of DSM-IV hypomanic episodes from S t a t e o f t h e a r t 
49.2%
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age 26/27 to 40/41. DSM-IV hypomania was rarely an independent disorder: only 2 of 19 subjects were pure cases; all others suffered also from major (12) or minor depressive disorders (7) . Their family history showed an elevated rate of depression and anxiety among firstdegree relatives; in addition there were temperamental features of both depression and bipolarity (ups and downs of mood and energy, depression, hypomania and bipolarity in the General Behavior Inventory).
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The bind of structured interviews
All the most frequently-used structured interviews: the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV: Axis I, Disorders-Clinician Version, (SCID-CV), 13 Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI), 14 and Munich-Composite International Diagnostic Interview (M-CIDI), 15 are based on the DSM-IV stem question for mania/hypomania (occurrence of "periods of expansive, elevated or irritable mood") and restrict further assessment of the diagnostic symptoms to subjects who answer "yes" to it. A "no" answer eliminates the subject as bipolar. From a clinical point of view, there is considerable skepticism about the sensitivity of this stem question, because it presumes-wrongly-that the subject is always aware of a mood change; there is a serious problem of false negatives, which cannot be solved easily.
Recent developments beyond the DSM-IV diagnosis of hypomanic episodes
To address these recognized difficulties, an international expert committee 16 recommended adding the symptom "increased activity" to the stem question for hypomanic episodes. Moreover, two important psychiatric outpatient studies assessed the criterial symptoms for hypomania without the stem question, modifying the SCID-CV 13 for this purpose. 17, 18 This resulted in the identification of 66% and 60% of major depressives as having BP-II. These rates far exceed the ratio of unipolar to bipolar disorders reported by the best epidemiological studies using DSM-IV criteria for hypomanic episodes, which consistently found substantially fewer bipolar (10% to 20%) than unipolars (80% to 90%) among those with MDE. Where does the truth lie? Departing from the usual procedure, since 1981 the Zurich Study has applied a more complex stem question, asking interviewees about "periods of increased enterprise, increased activity, lower fatigability, less need for sleep than usual, talking more, traveling more and doing more other things." Mood changes were only assessed as symptoms. The stem questions and a list of 20 hypomanic symptoms, including an open question, were first published in 1991. 19 This procedure allows many more subjects to enter into the interview on hypomanic symptoms, and it excludes the hierarchical precedence given to euphoria and irritability in the diagnostic manuals. It takes account of the fact that, while subjects may very often not register their hypomanic mood symptoms, they are aware of behavioral changes and their consequences. In addition, it avoids the inclusion of irritability as a mandatory symptom. Irritability is diagnostically unspecific; it occurs in 80% of cases of depression, in anxiety states, and in other syndromes.
In the same paper we demonstrated that the modal duration of hypomanic episodes was 1 to 3 days, clearly calling into question the DSM-IV 4-day temporal criterion. About 40% of hypomanic episodes in adults last only 1 to 3 days. The 4-day duration criterion for hypomania is also often not met by bipolar children. New definitions for BP-NOS have therefore recently been developed. Leibenluft et al 20 suggested a minimum duration of 1 to 3 days for hypomania in children. Another recent proposal went even further, with a minimum duration of 4 hours within 24 hours, present during at least 4 cumulative lifetime days. 21 These are certainly important steps towards more specific and valid criteria for children, and in agreement with general observations in children and adolescents, who frequently manifest manic symptoms persisting for only hours or days. [22] [23] [24] Subdiagnostic hypomania as a relatively strict concept for bipolarity
For research purposes, the main question is whether bipolarity has to be defined by the presence of a clinically significant and relevant hypomanic episode. Collecting data on the continuum from mania to normal hypomanic symptoms, we identified many subjects with subdiagnostic hypomania, which can be distinguished from DSM-IV hypomanic episodes and from normal controls by a number of validators. Our strict Zurich definition of subdiagnostic hypomania requires a minimum duration of 1 or more days, the pres- ence of 2 or more of 7 diagnostic symptoms, and the presence of a change induced by the episode(s), which was reported by other persons or which created problems for the subject him-or herself. Our concept of subthreshold hypomania identifies about one quarter of all depressives as bipolar patients, with a prevalence rate around 5%. 25 Eighty percent of subjects meeting the strict Zurich criteria for subthreshold hypomania had three or more manic symptoms; a defining threshold of three instead of two symptoms as suggested by Benazzi, 26 could therefore be considered. In sum, we found hypomanic periods to be present cumulatively on about 30 days per year. In the Zurich Study, 54 of 74 subjects (73%) with subdiagnostic hypomania suffered from major or minor depressive disorders and therefore received diagnoses of BP-II or minor bipolar disorder (cumulative incidence rates of 11.0% and 9.4% respectively). The remaining 23 subjects (27%) were considered to be pure hypomanics without depression (cumulative incidence of 3.3%). The DSM-IV hypomanics (N=3) were a minority, whereas subdiagnostic pure hypomania (N=20) predominated.
27
Bipolar specifier for depression
In epidemiological studies, unlike patient studies, it is not usually possible to question family and friends about changes in the interviewee's mood/behavior-changes which will rarely be noticed by hypomanic subjects themselves, who tend only to complain about depressive symptoms; for this reason the impact criterion for hypomania may be too restrictive. In the Zurich Study we tentatively introduced a yet broader definition of hypomania as a diagnostic specifier for bipolarity in subjects with a diagnosis of depression, omitting the impact criterion. 27 We found that this definition of hypomania (brief spells, with a minimum of two symptoms), helped to identify a large group of hidden bipolar patients among depressives ( Figure 1) ; the validity of this concept was shown by Angst et al. 28 The introduction of a broader specifier for bipolarity is compatible with child psychiatric data (reviewed by Evans 24 ); it induces a significant diagnostic shift from MDD to BP-II disorder, and from minor depressive disorders to minor bipolar disorders. This diagnostic specifier has been shown to classify about half of all subjects' depressive disorders as BP-II. 27, 28 It does not, of course, change the prevalence rates of mood disorders, it merely reclassifies many subjects as bipolar patients.
Minor bipolar disorders (MinBPD)
Our diagnostic specifier for bipolar depression reclassified about half of subjects with dysthymia and many with recurrent brief depression (RBD) and minor depression (MinD) as having minor bipolar disorders, including cyclothymic disorders; the cumulative incidence rate was 9.4%. These minor bipolar subjects were found to be clinically more severely ill than their unipolar counterparts with dysthymia, RBD, or MinD in terms of treatment rates and comorbidity with alcohol use disorders.
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Pure subthreshold hypomania (ie, without depression)
Pure subdiagnostic hypomanic subjects should not be considered as patients, but rather as characterized by a mix of hypomania's favorable and unfavorable consequences, as shown recently by Gamma et al (unpublished data). In the Zurich Study we found that such subjects rarely sought treatment. Compared with controls, they were successful in terms of higher incomes and higher marriage rates, and they were more interested in sex. The reverse side of the coin, however, was that they had more substance-use disorders (SUDs) and were more often in trouble with the law (fines, custodial and noncustodial sentences). They were also more affected by sleep problems, substance abuse, and binge eating than controls. Unlike subjects with DSM-IV hypomania, pure subthreshold hypomanics did not report a positive family history for depression among first-degree relatives, nor did they manifest traits of depression/dysthymia on the subscales of the General Behavior Inventory (GBI).
Normal subjects with hypomanic symptoms
Hypomanic symptoms are elements of normal mood swings. We could not find any relevant differences between subjects experiencing some hypomanic symptoms and those with no symptoms at all. We all manifest depressive symptoms after experiencing disappointment or loss (for example, bereavement) and likewise hypomanic symptoms when feeling euphoric. A striking example is falling in love: in a study of young adults who had recently fallen in love, subjects scored as high as BP-II subjects on a hypomania self-assessment scale. 28 
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Normal subjects with an anxious, hypomanic/hyperthymic, or cyclothymic temperament Temperament is by definition a persistent behavioral trait of normal persons, for instance behavioral inhibition (describing anxious temperament). 30, 31 In Three Seductive Ideas 32 Kagan states that the modern assumption that anxiety is abnormal and maladaptive (p 19) is wrongheaded, arguing that "The belief that humans can and should be free of anxiety is one of the distinguishing illusions in Western thought in this century" (p 18). Of course, exactly the same may be said about depressive and hypomanic phenomena. The author also stresses that psychological traits are not stable structures hidden deep in the person's core; they can change.This, too, is true for affective temperaments. From a historical perspective, Kraepelin's basic states (Grundzustände) correspond to temperamental and personality traits. 33 Falret 34 and Kretschmer 35 (on the basis of family studies) created a continuum from cyclothymic temperament via cycloid personality to manic-depressive disorder. Kretschmer maintained that all transitions and variations could be observed in families and in an individual's development over lifetime. Kretschmer's cycloid personalities are very close to, and indeed overlap with, the cyclothymic disorder of DSM-IV. Akiskal's well-known concepts of temperament and of a bipolar spectrum develop Kretschmer's work; an interesting history of the notions of temperament is provided in Akiskal et al. 36 The modern development of quantitative temperamental measures is very promising for clinical and epidemiological research into the continuum from normal to pathological mood changes. The GBI 37, 38 and the Temperament Evaluation of the Memphis, Pisa, Paris, and San Diego Autoquestionnaire (TEMPS-A) of Akiskal et al 39 are instruments for self-assessment, and the GBI can be used for the diagnosis of normal temperament and of hypomanic or bipolar conditions. In Brazil, the TEMPS-A was shown to differentiate remitted bipolar patients from the healthy relatives of bipolar patients and normal controls from the community. 40 The bipolar group scored highest on the depressive, cyclothymic, irritable, and anxious temperament scales, whereas the healthy relatives took an intermediate position between the bipolar patients and the controls. The hyperthymic scale did not clearly differentiate between the groups. The factor structure seems to be transculturally stable. 41 TEMPS-A cyclothymia and dysthymia were also found to correlate positively with creativity as assessed by the Baron-Welsh Art Scale. 42, 43 Temperament characterizes a normal state, and cannot serve as a diagnostic criterion for a pathological state. It would, for instance, be misleading and conceptually mistaken to diagnose a depressive patient with a cyclothymic temperament as being bipolar, although such a patient may be at greater risk than others of developing bipolar disorder over lifetime. A diagnostic application could be found in validated cutoffs on temperamental scales. Future research will need to use continuous measures for assessing temperament in population samples of different ages. Mood lability is normal in children, but can be pathological in adolescents. Expressions of temperament certainly change markedly over the lifespan. Age-and sex-specific norms are required.
Stigma
Stigmatization focuses on defined minorities; the best weapon against it is the demonstration that we are "all in the same boat." Research with quantitative measures on the continuum from normal mood variations and temperament to minor and major bipolar disorders can provide that demonstration. 44 We all score on instruments measuring anxiety, depression, and hypomania. The distribution is not bimodal but log-normal, with no clear cutoff between normal and pathological mood variations. Stigmatizing attitudes are fuelled by ignorance regarding what it is to be a human being. Further research in this context should not only focus on psychopathology, but should also look at the distinct advantages of being hypomanic or cyclothymic, about which there is very little representative data, although the association of creativity with hypomania and bipolarity is well-established on biographical grounds. 45 Whybrow 46 and Gartner 47 have also described how American society has always been marked by the insatiable demands, high energy, and drive associated with hypomania.
The onset of bipolar disorder
We know regrettably little about the onset of bipolar disorder, which in one third of adult cases is retrospectively dated before the age 20. In childhood, bipolar disorder is very difficult to diagnose because the full hypomanic syndrome is usually lacking. It is certainly not possible to apply DSM-IV hypomania criteria for the early recognition of BPD. As Duffy states, most bipolar disorders begin as depression, activated episodes are rare before 12 years of age, and the validity of the diagnosis of BPD in impulsive, irritable, labile, or behaviorally dysregulated children remains to be proven. 48 According to a meta-analysis of the literature, the offspring of bipolar parents have a fourfold risk of developing affective disorders. 49 Prospective studies of high-risk children and adolescents are therefore methodologically a very promising approach. However, the reported early symptoms of BPD vary widely, and are subject to very diverse interpretation. The 10-year prospective Amish study, for example, reports that compared with controls (the offspring of well parents), the children of BPD parents episodically manifested potentially prodromal signs and symptoms, namely: anxious/worried, attention poor/distractible in school, easily excited, hyperalert, mood changes/labile, role impairment in school, somatic complaints, and stubborn-determined. 50 Similarly Radke-Yarrow 51 found the children of bipolar parents to be more often depressed and disruptive, and to have many behavioral problems compared with controls. In early adolescence there was lack of impulse control (71%), pressured speech (86%), and racing thoughts (43%).
52 Another high-risk study identified vegetative lability/somatization (which are also components of neuroticism) and perception of stress as vulnerability factors. 53, 54 A prospective Dutch study in bipolar offspring found that later-onset bipolar subjects performed well socially until the disorder manifested clearly. 55 In a 5-year prospective study, Duffy et al 56 found more anxiety and sleep disorders as well as bipolar and depressive disorders among the offspring of bipolar parents than among control offspring. SUDs were found to be secondary to mood disorders. Attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) was in some cases an antecedent of mood disorders. A potentially bipolar prodromal syndrome of BPD was described by Correll et al, 57 consisting of decreased school work or functioning, mood lability, outbursts of anger, social isolation and anxiety, specific depressive symptoms (depressed mood, anhedonia, insomnia, feeling worthless) or hypomanic symptoms (irritability, increased energy/activity, psychomotor agitation). The role of premorbid cognitive problems is also currently a subject of investigation. [58] [59] [60] There is agreement that the phenomenology of BPD differs between children and adolescents. 61 In early-onset cases there appears to be a global delay or arrest in the development of appropriate affect regulation (as a developmental disorder), whereas in adolescent-onset BPD the emotional dysregulation presents as an intermittent phenomenon. In addition, in terms of comorbidity and course, early-onset cases are often highly comorbid with internalizing and externalizing symptomatology (anxiety, disruptive behavior, neuropsychiatric, cognitive, and developmental symptoms).
62,63
The main conclusion regarding the onset of BPD is that the disorder seems most typically to start between 11/12 and 20 years of age as depression or, in some cases, as behavioral problems or SUDs. 64 In a study of psychotic manic patients, 60.9% of those under 21 years of age had a pre-existing externalizing disorder and 26.1% a preexisting adjustment or anxiety disorder.
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BPD and externalizing problems
There is a confusingly high overlap between ADHD and BPD, with estimates of between 59% and 90%, [66] [67] [68] which can only be clarified by conducting more large prospective studies following the high-risk children of bipolar parents and children with ADHD from childhood through to adulthood. No data have yet identified ADHD as a significant antecedent of bipolar disorder in high-risk children: two follow-up studies of ADHD in children found no BPD in adulthood, 69, 70 and a more recent and relatively small follow-up study conducted over 6 years failed to establish a close relationship between ADHD and BPD. 71, 72 Some authors have suggested that there is an especially severe subgroup of BPD characterized by comorbidity with ADHD. 73, 74 At the same time, an Australian followup study 75 raises doubts as to whether any link whatsoever exists between the manic symptoms associated with ADHD in childhood and BPD in late adolescence/early adulthood. The results are contradictory: a European group found that the children of bipolar parents had no elevated risk for ADHD or conduct disorder; in almost all cases BPD started as a major or minor form of depression 76 ; whereas Chang et al 77 found high rates of ADHD among the offspring of bipolar parents. Another area of ongoing debate is whether a specific subtype of conduct disorder can be linked with BPD, as suggested by several studies. 67, [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] Juvenile antisocial behavior was present in 55% of 80 adolescents newly diagnosed and hospitalized for BPD. 84 On the basis of
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retrospective data, in the Zurich Study of young adults we found a significant association of BPD with certain conduct problems.
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BPD and SUDs
An important field of investigation is the early manifestation of SUDs in subjects who simultaneously or subsequently develop bipolar disorders. 64, 65, 86 A birth cohort study conducted in New Zealand, which demonstrated the existence of a common vulnerability factor for tobacco, cannabis, and alcohol abuse in adolescents, 87 unfortunately did not assess bipolarity. There is ample research on the association of BP-I with SUDs, 88 especially in women, as summarized recently by Lavander et al, 89 but little investigation of its association with the bipolar spectrum. There is evidence from the Zurich Study that the traditional association between major depression and SUD may be misleading and based on an underdiagnosis of bipolarity, because a widening of the definition shifted the comorbidity to BP-II, and the association with MDD dwindled to insignificance. This finding is in sharp contrast with the extensive literature reporting the association of MDD with alcohol use disorder (AUD) on the basis of conventional DSM diagnoses. 90 SUD is correlated with violent behavior 87 ; BPD subjects may therefore be more prone to offending; this has been shown for bipolar women.
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BPD and anxiety disorders
Symptoms of anxiety are elements of the depressive syndrome and integrated into depression rating scales. Intuitively, one would therefore expect generalized anxiety disorders (GAD) and repeated panic attacks to be more strongly associated with major depression than with BPD. However, the opposite would appear to be true. In the Zurich Study community sample, applying broad criteria for bipolarity, we found significant associations between BP-II and GAD (OR=5.6), panic attacks (OR=4.0) and obsessive-compulsive syndromes (OR=3.9), whereas no such significant association was found with MDD.This new, unpublished finding is a consequence of the broadened definition of bipolarity; as in the case of comorbidity with alcohol use disorders mentioned above, a major part of comorbidity is shifted from MDD to BP-II. Studies of comorbidity can be a fruitful method of checking the consequences of changing diagnostic criteria.
Suicidal thoughts, suicide attempts, and completed suicides
The relationship between suicidal ideation, suicide attempts, and suicides is not simple. Suicide attempts occur most frequently among adolescents and young adults, whereas suicide rates rise sharply with age. In addition, in most cultures women make more suicide attempts than men, but more men than women commit suicide. Suicide attempts appear to be weak predictors of suicide. In our lifelong prospective study in 220 hospitalized bipolar patients 92 only 3 of the 57 patients who had attempted suicide committed suicide later; overall, only 3 of 17 patients who committed suicide had previously made a suicide attempt. Suicide is not just a result of depression (although 80% to 90% of suicides are associated with major or minor depressive disorders) but is also closely associated with aggression/impulsivity. Prospective treatment research in this field is sparse, although suicide prevention by long-term medication is effective. As demonstrated by a lifelong follow-up study of 406 patients with major mood disorders, 92 it would appear that drugs which have antiaggressive effects, such as lithium and clozapine, could be especially promising for suicide prevention in bipolar subjects. The hypothesis of a long-term antisuicidal effect of modern atypical neuroleptics-about which there is so far no datashould therefore be carefully studied.
BPD and dementia
The association of BPD with dementia has been little investigated. A large Danish study found a correlation between dementia and the number of hospitalizations in bipolar patients, 93 whereas we found no comparable relationship in a long-term follow-up of hospitalized patients. 94 Recently we published preliminary evidence that longterm medication with lithium or with clozapine may attenuate the severity of dementia. 95 In addition, Nunes et al 96 found evidence that, compared with a sample treated with other mood stabilizers, Alzheimer's disease is reduced in elderly bipolar patients treated with lithium. These findings are compatible with research on the neurotrophic and neuroprotective properties of some drugs, and will hopefully stimulate research into the long-term effects of atypical neuroleptics prescribed in large amounts today. The negative findings of the general practice study by Dunn et al, 97 who even found a correlation between numbers of prescriptions of lithium and dementia, may be explained by the severity of the disorders and a lack of an adequate untreated group of bipolar patients; comparisons using the general population as controls are not conclusive, because BPD per se is correlated with all kinds of somatic disorders, including dementia, cerebrovascular disorders, diabetes, hypertension, etc.
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Early recognition of bipolarity
The early recognition and treatment of bipolarity is essential for preventing the serious social consequences, rapid cycling, chronicity, and suicidality associated with it, as well as for reducing the economic costs, as shown by McCombs et al. 99 It has already been stressed that there is a serious gap in our knowledge about the onset of BPD in child psychiatry; the timely diagnosis of BPD raises unsolved problems in adult psychiatry, as well. Hauser et al 100 recently summarized the present difficulties in recognizing bipolarity. The authors concluded that we need validated thresholds for true caseness on temperamental measures such as the TEMPS-A scale, we require more data on frequent "ups and downs" as a strong correlate of bipolar disorder, and we need intensive research on hypomanic symptoms without restrictions as to the minimal duration or the consequences of the symptoms. We should not, however, mix trait measures (TEMPS-A) with state measures.
Screening tools for hypomania
The well-recognized difficulties of identifying bipolarity have led to the development of modern screening tools for the self-assessment of hypomanic/manic symptoms, a development which is still in its early stages. The bestknown instrument is the mood disorder questionnaire (MDQ) of Hirschfeld et al, 101 fitting DSM-IV criteria for mania and hypomania. Another was derived from a symptom checklist of 20 hypomanic symptoms, used since 1986 in the interviews of the Zurich Study, and applied successfully by Hantouche as the self-assessment hypomania checklist HCL-20 in several large French studies. 8, 102, 103 In the EPIDEP study, 98 the rate of BP-II among patients originally diagnosed with MDE almost doubled when they were screened with the HCL-20 1 month later. The Hypomania Checklist-32 104 is an extended version of the instrument; it has been translated into more than 20 languages (available on request) and underwent recently a first revision (HCL-32 R-1).
It is currently being validated in different cultures, in order to ascertain whether there are universal core symptoms. A recent Taiwanese study 105 identified the same two-factor structure of hypomania as found in earlier studies carried out in Italy and Sweden 104 and Spain. 106 A future task will be to identify a factor solution which is cross-culturally stable. A cutoff of 10 on the HCL-20 and of 14 on the HCL-32 seems to identify a large proportion of MDE cases as bipolar patients.
Conclusions
This article illustrates that conclusive clinical research into bipolar disorder still has a long way to go. We need more and longer representative prospective studies in children, adolescents, and adults. Major depressive disorder is still heavily overdiagnosed; it is usually the initial diagnosis, at the expense of bipolar disorder. We will have to revise and broaden the definition of bipolar disorder; this will have a great impact on rates of prevalence and comorbidity and on treatment. Estimates of the burden and costs of the disorder will have to be corrected upwards. This process could take at least another 10 years. The forthcoming DSM-V and ICD-11 may not yet be in a position to solve the serious diagnostic problem, because the data for the necessary revision are sparse. The second, eternal, problem remains,"what is a case?" [107] [108] [109] on the continuum on hypomania scales/checklists from healthy to ill. No definitive answer to this question has yet been found. However, this is nothing to be ashamed of: in medicine the norms for pathological blood pressure have changed repeatedly. A clear cutoff is probably always to a certain extent questionable, neglecting the normal interindividual variation of the population. It is conceptually important to add dimensional measures for depression, hypomania, and anxiety to the categorical approach in classifying mood disorders 110 and not base expensive biological and clinical research exclusively on diagnostic categories whose definitions have a short halflife. Finally, we need long-term treatment studies focusing on the potential effects of mood stabilizers and atypical neuroleptics against dementia, suicide, and vascular mortality. ❏ 
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